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P.Graux II 23

This is a second-century letter on business matters. Among other things, Koitonikos advises Heron to
beware of a certain woman who has given him trouble in the past: bl°pe oÔn mØ éfª! | aÈtØn
keinhy∞nai ßv! ín épo|lãb˙! toÁ! kiy«nã! mou. oÈ y°|lv g`år` lale›n ˜!a ¶praje par' §m° (lines 1215). The editor translates the last period as ‘car je ne te dis pas tout ce qu’elle m’a couté (?)’, notes that
she has not found any other example of such a use of prãttein with parã tina in the papyri, and
suggests that perhaps ‘le scribe mélange-t-il deux constructions equivalentes, prãttein tinã ti et
prãttein ti parã tina, “faire payer quelque chose à quelqu’un”? Koitônikos se plaint-il de s’être déjà
fait rouler par la cliente?’. The solution is simple, and may be found in the fairly frequent use of parã +
accusative instead of parã + dative, see Mayser, Grammatik ii2 344, and generally the confusion
between the dative and accusative of the personal pronouns, see S. G. Kapsomenakis, Voruntersuchungen 24, 76 n. 1, 102, 131f. par' §mo¤ ‘chez moi’, is what a schoolteacher would recommend to
his pupils. Compare, e.g., P.Haun. II 28.13f. (AD 31) œ`de par' ≤`mç! [oÈx] | eÏrhka aÈtÒn, P.Stras. VI
576.14 (c. 300) tÚ oÔn érgÊrion tÚ par' §ma‹ ép°!|xo`n, P.Rain.Cent. 161.4f. (v?) eÍr°yhn tå
peri!kel¤dia t∞! §leuy°ra! !`o`u | par' §m°; also the stock phrase eﬁ! o‰kon par' §m° in P.Prag. I 36.10
(88), P.Sarap. 16.6 (105/6), 48bis.18 (123). An interesting case is UPZ I 70.7 (c. 152/1 BC), where in
parå !¢ | yeo¤ the e of !e is corrected from !oi. Translate thus ‘for I don’t want to tell you the things she
did in my place’. There is a close verbal parallel in another letter, P.Ant. I 43.15f. (iii/iv): oÈ{g} xrØ går
!Á lal›n ì §po¤[h]!°n | !e.
P.IFAO II 30

This is a letter-fragment from the second century addressed to a woman (TaÛ![çti). Lines 3-4 have been
presented as follows:
prÚ m¢n pãn]tvn eÎx[oma¤ !e
Ígia¤nein ka‹ tå] é`bã!kant[ã !ou paid¤a
In the commentary the editor admits the tentative character of his restoration in line 4. The sequence
ka‹ tå] é`bã!kant[ã !ou paid¤a may receive some support from a single text, SB XIV 11906.3ff. (ii/iii)
prÚ t«n ˜lvn eÎxo`ma¤ !e Ígia¤nein, ka‹ tØn !Êm|biÒn !ou ka‹` tå ébã!kantã !ou t°kna ka‹ ˜|lon !ou
tÚn` o`‰kon é!pãzomai. But in most of its occurrences the wording of this formulaic greeting is different.
Out of the nine other instances I have found, I cite five below:1
P.Brem. 64.2ff.

(117-31)

SB III 6263.3f.
P.Würzb. 21.FrA.3ff.

(ii)
(ii)

P.Oxy. XIV 1758.3ff.
P.Fuad I Univ. 6.2ff.

(ii)
(iii)

prÚ m¢n pantÚ! eÎxoma¤ !ai Ígia¤|nein metå ÉApollvn¤ou toË édelfoË !ou |
ka‹ Åt«nÄ éba!kãntvn !ou
prÚ t«n ˜lvn §rr«!y° !e eÎxomai metå ka‹ t«n | éba!kãntvn mou édelf«n
prÚ m¢n pãntvn | eÎxoma¤ !e Ígi°nin ka‹ eÈ|tux›n metå t«n éba!kã|ntvn mou
édelf«n
prÚ pantÚ! eÎxoma¤ !e | Ígeia¤|nein metå t«n éba!kãntvn | !ou paid¤vn
prÒ g`e pãntvn | eÎxoma¤ !e ıloklhre›n | ëma toË é`ba!kãntou paid¤ou.

It is likely that the writer intended something alongside the lines of one of the above examples. Perhaps it is worth adding that the formula is employed by, as well as referred to, both men and women.
* I am grateful to Dr. J. R. Rea, who read an earlier draft of a part of this paper and gave me valuable advice; to Prof. T.

Gagos, who checked a number of papyri at Ann Arbor for me and contributed some very helpful remarks; and to Dr G.
Poethke for examening a Berlin papyrus at my request and supplying me with a photograph of another.
1 Cf. also P.Alex.Giss. 59.3ff. (117-38), P.Phil. 35.2ff. (ii), P.Wisc. II 72.4ff. (ii), P.Mil. II 80.3ff. (iii). P.Oxy. II
292.11ff. (c. AD 25) prÚ d¢ pãntvn Ígiãnein !e eÎx[o]|mai éba!kãntv! tå êri!ta | prãttvn is too untypical to be
considered as a parallel.
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P.Lond. III 1019 (= SB XX 14727)2

This sixth-century ‘Geschäftsbrief in Geldangelegenheiten’ contains instructions from a certain Alexandros to his ‘brother’ Theodosios. The editor notes that the understanding of the text ‘wird durch
zahlreiche orthographische und grammatikalische Fehler (Genetiv anstelle des Dativs)3 zusätzlich erschwert’. Two of these mistakes, which, however, remained undetected, occur in lines 5 and 6. The text
reads:
ka‹ lab¢ §!o‹ x›ran parå Foibãmvno! ka‹ p°mch tØn loipãda Genad¤ou: mÒnon !oi lab¢ x›ran t«n dekaenÆ<a> eÎ<!>tayma épÚ Foibãmvn|no!.
The translation ‘nimm für Dich einen Handschein’ (line 5; similarly line 6) takes (§)!o¤ as a dative,
apparently a dativus ethicus. But here the sense hardly needs one;4 and there is nothing else in the text to
justify Theodosios’ personal interest in the transaction (he has only to obey Aleaxandros’ orders). All
difficulty is removed once we take (§)!o¤ for what it really is: (§)!Ê in phonetic spelling, cf. F. T.
Gignac, Grammar i 198f., used in this context to emphasise and better define the imperative lab°.5
P.Lond. V 1831

This is a fragment of a fourth-century letter. The editor favours the idea of a petition, but this should
probably be ruled out; although some official business is implied in lines 4-5, this can hardly determine
the nature of the text. Instead, the possibility of a letter of recommendation should be reckoned with (for
the introductory pattern in such letters cf. C.-H. Kim, The Familiar Letter of Recommendation 37ff.).
The text has been presented as follows:
1 [t“ de!p]Òt˙ mou ÉAyana!¤ƒ 2 ] ÉAnt¤oxo! 3... ]io! ı épÚ éylht«n ı énad`i`d`o`Á`!` 4 ... ]¨¨¨¨`mata
§ntetuxhk∆! t“ de!pÒt˙ mou 5 ... ]vni ka‹ paray°meno! tå •autoË 6[ ...
The editor notes that in line 4 ‘probably not Ípomn]Æ`mata, but grã]m`mata is possible’. Inspection
of the original proves him right; but we may go a little further, and venture a reconstruction of the
broken beginning of line 4. Line 1 gives the length of the lacuna, which must be about 7 letters long; on
this basis, I propose to restore ı énadidoÊ! [!oi tå grã]m`mata, a common collocation (for example, it
appears in P.Oxy. XX 2275.5 and P.Princ. II 101.7f. discussed below).
P.Oxf. 18

This is a short letter of the second or, more likely, third century. Its first three lines may be presented as
follows (in line 3 the corrections reported in BL have been incorporated6):
Mel`[k]ãlio! ÉAre¤oni t“ patr‹ xa¤rein.
˘ §p`[e!]te¤lv m`oi per‹ t«n k[e]r`am¤vn t«n gl`u[kel]e`«n, ±`gÒraka [t]å! §la¤a! ka‹ k›ntai`.
‘Melcalius to Areion, his father, greetings. As to the order you gave me about the jars of sweet
olives, I have bought the olives and they are stored’.
The name of the sender is not known from any other source. On the published photograph the
reading appears very uncertain, and on inspection of the original (kept in the Bodleian Library at
2

First published in Tyche 7 (1992) 203ff.
In a sixth-century text this can hardly be branded a mistake, inasmuch as it is a phenomenon of the Greek spoken at
that time, which was to become established in Medieval and Modern Greek; cf. Kapsomenakis, Voruntersuchungen 114 n. 2.
4 For the contexts in which such datives occur see H. Ljungvik, Aegyptus 13 (1933) 159ff., H. Steen, C & M 1 (1938)
125f., H. Koskenniemi, Studien zur Idee und Phraseologie 130, 134, 153.
5 For a similar misunderstanding of !oi in P.Bour. 23.7 see Kapsomenakis, Voruntersuchungen 23.
6 kinta ¨¨¨¨`[ ¨¨¨¨` ¨¨¨¨`] ed. pr., k›ntai [œde] H. C. Youtie (BL IV 47), k›ntai [vac.] P. J. Sijpesteijn (BL VII 95). The latter suggestion has been confirmed on the original. The translation combines that of the editor and Youtie’s (= Scriptiunculae ii
887).
3
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Oxford) Mel`[k]ãlio! turns out to be impossible: there is nothing that would admit a lambda before the
break; it is also not clear whether an entire letter has been broken away, while very little survives of the
epsilon and alpha to justify the absence of sublinear dots. It has not been possible to restore any known
name. H. Solin, O. Salomies, Repertorium nominum gentilicium et cognomimum Latinorum (1994)
record the gentilicia Macal(ius) and Magal(ius), and one might think of the otherwise unattested *Megãlio!. Either way, faut de mieux I would be inclined to print Me` `[ `]ã`lio!, without excluding Me`¨¨¨¨`ã`lio!.
Line 2 exhibits two unusual linguistic features. First, the construction ˘ §p`[e!]te¤lv ... ±`gÒraka is
good classical Greek, but strikes one as odd in a text of this date and type; second, ‘to order someone
about something’ is a very unusual meaning for §pi!t°llomai, and this papyrus is in fact the only text
attesting the form §pe!te¤lv. …! §nete¤lv moi would be less exceptional, cf. SB XII 11148.5f. (iii/iv, cf.
BL VIII 367), P.Oxy. III 527.2 (ii/iii), PSI IX 1080.3 (iii), XII 1247.17 (iii), P.Warr. 15.12 (ii) (most of
these texts have kay∆! §nete¤lv); cf. also the phrase …! §neteilãmhn vel sim. which occurs in many
other papyri. This has actually been confirmed on the original, and we should read …`! [§]n`[e]t`e¤lv m`oi
ktl. There is a further noteworthy detail: the juxtaposition of the incorrect gl`u[kel]e`«n with the correct
§la¤a!. But in effect the papyrus has gl`u[kel]a`«n; for the spelling see Gignac, Grammar i 196f.
There are more problems in the final sentence (lines 6-8). It was printed thus:
é!`pãze`ta¤ !e %arap¤vn k`a`‹`
[ ¨¨¨¨` ¨¨¨¨` ¨¨¨¨`]htri ka‹ Trim°a!.
§rr«!ya¤ <!e> eÎxom(ai).
For the beginning of line 7 the editor tentatively suggested restoring [Dhm]htri = DhmÆtrion. This
is not credible; further, k`a`‹` cannot be read in the previous line. The traces admit !`Ê`[n], and I am thus
inclined to supplement !`Á`[n] | [tª m]htr‹. After that comes the proper name Trim°a!, an unicum. But
this is a ‘ghost’: the papyrus has Thm°a!. This should be either an idiosyncratic spelling of the common
name Dhm°a! (for the interchange d > t at the beginning of a word cf. Gignac, Grammar i 80), or an
orthographic variant of the rare name Tim°a!, attested only in O.Tait 144 (215? BC). Finally, as regards
the supplemented <!e> in the last line, it should be noted that the omission of the personal pronoun is
well attested, cf. F. Ziemann, De epistularum Graecarum formulis sollemnibus quaestiones selectae 336
n. 1, and F. X. J. Exler, The Form of the Ancient Greek Letter 70f., and cannot be regarded as an
accidental omission (the phenomenon is not as rare as Exler states).7 In conclusion, I propose that the
end of the letter be edited as follows:
é!`pãze`ta¤ !e %arap¤vn !`Á`[n]
[tª m]htr‹ ka‹ Thm°a!.
§rr«!yai eÎxom(ai).
‘Sarapion along with his mother, and Timeas greet you. I pray for (your) health’.
P.Oxy. XX 2275

In this letter, assigned to the first half of the fourth century (but the late third should also be considered),
Theonas asks his ‘brother’ Timotheos to ‘buy carpets on his behalf’. His request starts thus (lines 4-7):
[kal«! poi]Æ!i!, kÊrie, p`e`r‹` [po]l`loË !oi gen°!yai Pa5
[!¤vni t“ é]nadidoËnt¤ !oi taËtã mou tå grãmmata
[ ¨¨¨¨` ¨¨¨¨` ¨¨¨¨` ¨¨¨¨` ¨¨¨¨` ¨¨¨¨`] ¨¨¨¨` f¤lƒ ≤m«n !unvnÆ!a!yai
[ ¨¨¨¨` ¨¨¨¨`` ¨¨¨¨` ¨¨¨¨` tap]Æ`tia kãlli!ta ktl.
The lacunae at the start of lines 5-7 cause some difficulty. In line 5 the restoration Pa[!¤vni is
arbitrary; although we find Pa![¤vno! in P.Oxy. XX 2273.5, the two texts are not related, and there is
7

I draw the opportunity to note that P.Princ. III 162.14 (89) has §rr«!yai [eÎxo]mai, but the break might have carried
the personal pronoun away; also in P.Princ. III 189.19 the editor prints §rr«!ya[i eÎxomai, but obviously it is preferable to
supplement §rr«!ya[¤ !e eÎxomai.
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no good reason to admit Pa[!¤vni here. For the beginning of line 6 he editor offered no supplement, but
the length of the break allows supplementing [ˆnti ka‹] f¤lƒ ≤m«n (on the original I see nothing of the
trace reported after the lacuna), which would match é]nadidoËnti and f¤lƒ; cf. P.Oxy. XXXVI 2768.
14f. (iii) ˆnti ka‹ pro|ktÆtori. For line 7 the editor considered supplying ‘moi or ≤m›n i.e. ‘on my
behalf’.’ Spacing is inconclusive, but in the text there is nothing to justify the plural (≤m«n in 6 is not
relevant). All this result in the following text for lines 5-7:8
5
[ ±5 t“ é]nadidoËnt¤ !oi taËtã mou tå grãmmata,
[ˆnti ka‹] f¤lƒ ≤m«n, !unvnÆ!a!ya¤
[moi tap]Æ`tia kãlli!ta ktl.
‘… that you buy together with Pa..., who is delivering you this letter of mine (and is) a friend of
ours, the most beautiful carpets for me, etc.’9
P.Oxy. XXXIV 2728

This is an interesting business letter of the early fourth century.10 Close to the end of it the writer asks
for the dispatch of various eatables (pepper, pickled mullet, honey). His last requests have been
presented in the following words:
épÒ!teilon ka‹ ≤m¤xou`n
35
m`°lito!: pãnta t`[∞! t]im∞! mØ ÙknÆ!˙! p`a ¨¨¨¨` ¨¨¨¨` ¨¨¨¨`
grãcai moi per‹ pãntvn.
The editor translates: ‘And send off half a chous of honey. As for all the details of the price, do not
hesitate ... to write to me about everything’, and comments on line 35: ‘Read pãnta <tå> t`[∞! t]im∞!?’.
This is not so. t`[∞! t]im∞! means ‘at the current price’, and pãnta, which sums up what the writer has
asked for, should go with épÒ!teilon. Compare, e.g., SB III 7572.5f. (ii) p°mcen moi tå lod¤kia t∞!
tim∞!, P.Wisc. II 72.22 (ii) égÒra!Òn mo`[i] t∞! tim∞!`, or SB XIV 11901.12f. (iii) égÒra!Òn moi !a|k¤on
kalÚn t∞! tim∞!, with the note ad loc. of the ed. pr. (= G. M. Parássoglou, ÑEllhnikã 26 (1973) 281).
t∞! tim∞! is a brachylogy: cf. P.Fouad 35.7f. (48) pvle›n to›! pro!eleu!om°noi! | t“ égora!m“, t∞!
eÍreyh[!o]m°nh! tim∞!, tå Ípãrxonta ktl.; cf. also BGU IV 1080.18ff. (iii?) !]unapÒ!tilÒn moi
!ipp¤|ou ... l¤tra! d°ka ... t∞! oÎ!h! parå !o‹ tei|m∞!, or the shorter t∞! oÎ!h! tim∞!: P.Oxy. LVI
3854.5f. (iii) pvlÆ!˙! tå{!} d≈|deka !pat¤a t∞! oÎ!h! tim∞!.11 A final point: at the end of line 35
p`ãl`i`n`, which has been suggested in place of p`a ¨¨¨¨` ¨¨¨¨` ¨¨¨¨` (see BL VII 152), has now been confirmed on the
original. One should thus modify the text’s punctuation, and read:
épÒ!teilon ka‹ ≤m¤xou`n
m`°lito!, pãnta t`[∞! t]im∞!. mØ ÙknÆ!˙! p`ãl`i`n`
grãcai moi per‹ pãntvn.
‘Send off also half a chous of honey, all these at the current price. Do not hesitate to write to me
again about everything’.
P.Princ. II 101

This is a Christian letter of recommendation from the fourth century, reprinted in M. Naldini, Il Cristianesimo in Egitto as no. 70. Only the upper part survives. Lines 7-9 were edited thus:
8

One more minor correction: in line 17 for Ím«n read ≤m«n.
I am doubtful as to whether in !unvnÆ!a!yai one has to recognise the practice of coemptio, for which cf. P.Oxy. LX
4060.86n.
10 R. S. Bagnall has calculated the date of the text as 308-12, or rather 312-8 in Currency and Inflation in Fourth
Century Egypt 57, 66 (= BL VIII 261).
11 Similarly P.Graux II 10.16 (i), SB XII 11127.12 (88), BGU V 1210.10.230 (c. 150), P.Graux II 23.9f. (ii), PSI XIII
1333.9 (iii), P.Heid. II 216.8f. (iii), SB XVIII 13593.22f. (iii/iv).
9
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[ ¨¨¨¨` ¨¨¨¨` ¨¨¨¨` ı] énadidoÊ! !oi tå grãm[matã] mou oﬁk›o! toË patrÚ!
[toË %]tefãnou tugxãnei ktl.
The name of the person recommended does not survive: the lacuna at the start of line 7 has probably
carried it away. As the editor noted, it must have been very short.12 What will concern us here is the way
line 9 has been restored. The editor opted for toË. Letters of this kind display a fairly fixed pattern of
presenting the details of the recommendation. C.-H. Kim, The Familiar Letter of Recommendation 48f.
notes that ‘the identification of the [recommended] person is usually expressed in terms of the family
relationship to the writer or the degree of intimacy with the recommended’, and lists the phrases used
for identifying this relationship: édelfÒ! mou, t`∞[` ! gu]n`aikÚ! oﬁke›o!, ≤m«n oﬁke›o!, ≤m«n ‡dion, ≤m«n
édelfoË ka‹ o`ﬁ`k`[e›o!] ka‹ ktl., mou §k t∞! oﬁk¤a!, oﬁkiakÆ`n mou, oﬁke›Òn mou, and oﬁk›o! toË patrÚ!
[toË %]tefãnou. It is evident that the last example, furnished by our papyrus, does not show the same
degree of intimacy as the others. Naturally, what was clear to the recipient of the letter may not be
obvious to us, and Stephanos may have been a close friend; cf. P.Cair.Zen. I 59042 (257) (= no. 5 Kim)
t«n f¤lvn tinÚ! t«n [§m]«n §!t‹n oﬁke›o!. But since we are dealing with a supplement, I see no reason
why we should not seek to emphasise the closeness of this person to the writer, and restore toË patrÒ!
[mou %]tefãnou ([!ou] is another possibility, but I think it much less likely). We find a similar idea in
another letter of recommendation, P.Brem. 7.3f. (ii): ÑErma›on f¤lon ˆnta toË patrÒ! mou |
parat¤yema¤ !oi, êdelfe (for the construction toË patrÒ! mou + name in genitive cf. PSI XIII 1322.7
(118), P.Oxy. XXXI 2596.9 (iii), etc.)
PSI I 95, P.Fay. 109

PSI I 95 is a third-century letter written by a woman called Ptolemais to a certain Ammonios. Ptolemais
gives him instructions about various agricultural matters. This is how lines 7-15 are printed:
§ån | d¢ mhy¢n toÊtvn ge¤|nhtai, kên !e dh bad¤!ai | eﬁ! ¨¨¨¨` ¨¨¨¨` ¨¨¨¨` t°tarton µ épo!|te›lai tØn §ke›
per‹ | èpãntvn moi fã!in | !Æmanon ka‹ t¤ne! tÒ|poi par°!thkan p`rÚ! ka|ta!porãn.
The note on 9ff. shows the editor’s uneasiness: ‘Forse kên !e dª (...) bad¤!ai eﬁ! ¨¨¨¨` ¨¨¨¨` ¨¨¨¨` t°tarton
<nome di luogo?> µ épo!te›lai <cioè tinã> tØn §ke› etc.’. However, things are not so difficult. First
we have to remove the problem caused by what was unread in line 10. The original (kept in the
Biblioteca Medicea Laurenziana at Florence), clearly shows that we should read tÒ`n. tÚ`n t°tarton must
refer to a tÒpo!, as we may deduce from the occurrence of the word tÒpoi a few lines below. I have
found two relevant parallels: P.Bour. 15 fr.3.57 (ii) tÒpou tetãrto[u, and PSI X 1126.11 (iii), where
tetãrtou t]Òp(ou) is securely restored.13 Then with regard to the syntax, épo!te›lai goes with fã!in,14
while bad¤!ai and épo!te›lai, which convey orders, are either imperatival infinitives (for imperatival
infinitives parallel to imperatives cf. B.G. Mandilaras, The Verb §§ 756ff.), or genuine imperatives (cf.
Gignac, Grammar ii 349f.; Modern Greek has ste¤le, bãdise). kên !e dª is an elliptical conditional
clause.15 A parallel to the conditional here is P.Oxy. LXII 4340.11f. (late iii): ín | de› grãcon ≤me›n

12

Naldini does not rule out the possibility that ‘il periodo poté per es. iniziare nel r. 7 con [§pe‹ ı] énadidoÊw ecc.’. But
this is highly unlikely: there are very few letters of recommendation which do not mention the name of the person
recommended, cf. Kim, op. cit. 41ff., and none of them starts with §pe¤ or the like.
13 It might be worth considering whether in P.Col. VIII 212, a short letter of AD 49, one may restore [t°tart]o`n in the
lacuna of line 7, so that the sentence should run t`å!` ` [mh]xanå! metãye! | e`ﬁ!` ` t`[Ú]n [t°tart]o`n tÒpon ‘move the sakiyeh to the
fourth topos.’ When this letter was first published, the editor noted that there are many possible restorations of the lacuna in
line 7, and exempli gratia suggested [prÒter]on. But [t°tart]o`n at least has a parallel.
14 There are numerous examples of fã!in construed with épo!t°llv or p°mpv.
15 For a similar misunderstanding and mistaken punctuation in P.Oxy. XVII 2153.19 see Kapsomenakis, Voruntersuchungen 52.
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Íp¢r aÈtoË ‘write us about him, if necessary’; the personal pronoun is absent, but the sense is the
same.16 The text should therefore be arranged as follows:
§ån d¢ mhy¢n toÊtvn ge¤nhtai, kín !e dª, bad¤!ai eﬁ! tÚ`n t°tarton µ épo!te›lai tØn §ke›
per‹ èpãntvn moi fã!in. !Æmanon ktl.
‘If none of these things takes place, and if you have to, go to the fourth (topos), or send me word
about everything there. Notify me also ...’
To the best of my knowledge the personal pronoun occurs in the same phrase only in one other text,
P.Fay. 109, a letter from the archive of Gemellus (early i). In the edition lines 2-6 of this text appear
thus:
ka‹ nËn | paraklhye‹! toÁ! tre›! !tat∞re! oÓ! e‡rhk° | !oi %°leuko! d«na¤ moi ≥dh dÚ!
Kl°vni, nom¤|!a! ˜ti kixrò! moi aÈtoÁ!, §ån !e d<°>˙ tÚ eﬂmãtiÒn | !ou ye›nai §n°xuron ktl.
The editors translated the conditional sentence in lines 5-6 as ‘even if you have to pawn your cloak’,
that is as if it were a concessive clause–which it is not. Olsson’s translation (the letter is reprinted under
no. 69 in his Papyrusbriefe aus der frühesten Römerzeit) runs along the same lines: ‘auch wenn es notwendig ist, Dein Gewand als Pfand zu geben (?)’. The question mark betrays his doubts, rightly, as it
seems: the only way to do justice to the Greek is to take ye›nai as the apodosis of the conditional. That
is:
§ãn !e dª,17 tÚ eﬂmãtiÒn !ou ye›nai §n°xuron
‘If necessary, put your cloak in pawn’.18
P.Wash. I 31, 35, 44

The first of these three Washington papyri is a scrap of a letter which the editor placed in the third
century. In the introduction the editor noted: ‘If gen]e`yle¤a`n` ÉAlejãnd[rou refers to the emperor, a date
between A.D. 222 and 235 can be assigned to the letter, the lack of yeÒw with the name indicating a
living ruler.’ But geneyl¤a ÉAlejãndrou, ‘the birthday of Alexander’, may refer to the birthday of any
person with this name, and not necessarily to Alexander Severus, who, at any rate, would not have been
mentioned simpy as ‘Alexander’, cf. e.g. W.Chr. 41.3,8 (232); for this usage there are numerous
parallels within a wide time-span. There is a further point which rules out the possibility of any mention
to this emperor: lines 3-5, as now read and restored (cf. BL IX 371), point to a later date: [prÚ m¢n
pãntv]n eÎxomai t“ [kur¤ƒ Ye“ Ígi]a`¤nonta!` Ímç! [épolabe›n tå pa]r`' §moË g`r`ãmmata. This
formula, typical of fourth-century (or slightly later) letters,19 makes a third-century date for our text
appear unlikely. “The initial greeting ‘in the lord god’ has every appearance of being a Christian one,
although it has been argued that ‘the lord god’ is not specific to Christianity” (POxy LIX 3998.4-5n.).
The third of the Washington texts was assigned to the sixth century, but the presence of x`a`¤rein in
line 1 rather speaks in favour of an earlier date. A correction on line 3 has already been proposed (cf. BL
IX 372), so that lines 2-3 run thus:
16 Compare also SB I 3924.16f. (AD 19) §ån går d°˙, aÈtÚ! Ba¤bio! | §k toË ‡!ou ka‹ dika¤ou tåw jen¤a! | diad≈!ei,
especially in contrast with SB XVI 12555.2.28f. (iii) ka‹ §ån d°˙ logoy°|thn doËnai, d≈!i; also P.Tebt. I 58v.2.55ff. (111
BC) §ån | de› !e !unpe!›n t«i | ÉAnikÆtvi, !Ênpe!ai; P.Oxy. III 525.5ff. (ii) §ån d°˙ t“ édelf«i t∞! mh|trÚ[!] t«n uﬂ«n
ÉAxillç doy∞nai | !po[n]dãrion, kal«! poiÆ!ei! doÁ! ktl. For the expression §ån dª cf. also R. C. Horn, The Use of the
Subjunctive and Optative Moods in the Non-Literary Papyri 60.
17 dª was proposed by Mandilaras, The Verb § 791.1 to replace the editors’ d<°>˙, but never made its way into the
Berichtigungsliste.
18 I take the opportunity to note that in line 1 Olsson’s interpretation of prÚ! énãnkain as prÚ! énanka›n = prÚ!
énanka›on instead of prÚ! énãgkhn with the ed. pr is erroneous: for the interchange h > ai see Gignac, Grammar i 247f. —
but its meaning is ‘for some need (of yours)’, and not ‘from necessity’, as the editors translate. Likewise his change of eÈyÁ!
!e oÈ krat« to eÈyÁ! !e o krat« (line 2) is unwarranted.
19 Cf. P.Abinn. 22.2ff., 23.2ff., 31.4f. (all 342-51), P.Haun. II 25.4ff., P.Lips. 111.3ff., P.Oxy. XIV 1683.3ff., LVI
3859.3ff., 3860.2ff., LIX 4000.3f. (all iv), P.Ross.Georg. III 10.4ff. (iv/v), P.Bour. 25.4ff., P.Oxy. 3864.5ff. (all v), et al.
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prÚ m¢]n pã`n`tvn` eÎxoma`¤` [!e Ígia¤nein
pa]r`' §moË` p`ro!hg`[o]r¤an
The amount of text lost between lines 2 and 3 cannot be specified, but we can form an idea of what
it was about from the following passages:
P.Ross.Georg. III 10.4ff. (iv/v)
P.Batav. 21.3ff.

(v) 20

P.Iand. VI 128.2f.
P.Iand. VI 103.1ff.

(v)
(vi)

P.Wash. II 108.1f.

(vi)

P.Köln II 111.2f.

(v/vi)

p[rÚ] m¢m [pa]ntÚ! eÎxome t“ paneleÆmoni ye“ ˜pv! | [Í]gu°nontÒ! !ou ka‹ eÈyum«ntÒ! moi épolãbi! tØn pa|r' §moË pro!hgor¤an.
prÚ m¢n pãntvn eÎx[o]mai t“ | p`a`ntokrãtori` ye“ …`! ÍgienoÊ!˙ | k`a‹ eÈyumoÊ!˙
... épolãb˙! tØn par' §moË pro!hgor¤an.
˜`p`v`! ... p`r`[o!d°]|j˙ tØn par' aﬁmoË pro!hgor¤an.
prÚ m¢n | pãntvn eÎxome tÚn paneleÆmona yeÒn, ˜pv! Ígi°nvn | épolãb˙! tØn
par' §mo(Ë) pro!hgor¤an`
[eÎxomai tÚn] p`a`n`e`leÆmona yeÒ[n], ˜pv! [Í]g`i[a]¤nou!a | [épolãb˙! d]i`å` grammãtvn tØn pro!hgor¤an
˜p`vw Ígi°nvn ka‹ t“ a¨¨¨¨`¨¨¨¨`[... épolãb˙!] | tØ`n par' §moË pro!hgor¤an.

Something alongside the lines of these passages should be restored in P.Wash. I 44.2-3; in the break
between the the two lines we have to posit one or two participles (e.g Ígia¤nvn, eÈyum«n) and a verb
(most likely épolãb˙!), but the exact wording evades us. At any rate, !e Ígia¤nein should no longer
stand in the text.
In the passages cited above pro!hgor¤a is virtually equivalent to grãmmata (cf. P.Köln II 111.3n.),
which is better attested.21 One of these words is to be supplemented in P.Wash. I 35.2f., a fourth/fifthcentury letter from a husband to his wife, where what remains from the formula has been read as
eÎxo]|me ˜pv! Ígi°nontÒ! !ou épol[ãb˙! (cf. BL IX 372): restore prÚ m¢n pãntvn eÎxo]me ˜pv!
Ígi°nontÒ! !ou épol[ãb˙! tå par' §moË grãmmata /tØn par' §moË pro!hgor¤an.22
SB III 6222

This is an interesting third-century letter (for its date see BL VIII 324), translations of which have
appeared in two collections of texts.23 Only a textual point will concern us here. It is contained in the
period which runs from line 7 to line 8, and has been edited as follows:
kín nune‹ | [dok]∞`i !oi, é[n]t¤gracon ≤m›n pe[r‹ t]∞`!` [!]vthre¤|a[!] !o[u].
Two words invite suspicion: nune¤ (l. nun¤), which normally occurs in different contexts,24 and
[dok]∞`i with iota-adscript, cf. Gignac, Grammar i 183 n. 3. But the main objection to the published text
is that the conditional clause seems to be an implausible conflation of two expressions that often qualify
commands or requests in the papyri:
(a) kín nËn, a widely attested colloquial ‘expression d’intensité’, which accompanies imperatives or
equivalent expressions (Steen offers no discussion in ‘Les clichés épistolaires’, C & M 1 [1938] 153ff.);
for the sense see LSJ s.v. kên I 3 ‘now at any rate’. It is attested from the third to the sixth/seventh
century, mainly in private, as well as official correspondence (very few times in petitions). Its earliest
occurrence in a dated document is in P.Bub. I 1.6.5 (and 3.Fr3.8) (224); two texts may be earlier:

20 The editor assigned the papyrus to the sixth century, but palaeography (see pl. XV), format and wording point to an
earlier date.
21 P.Abinn. 22.4f. (342-51), P.Haun. II 25.6f., P.Lips. 111.4, P.Oxy. XIV 1683.8, LVI 3859.4f., 3860.3f., 4000.4,
4001.6f. (all iv), P.Giss. 54.5 (iv/v), P.Bour. 25.5, P.Oxy. LIV 3863.7f., 3864.7f. (all v).
22 It may only be a coincidence that P.Abinn. 22.4f. has [˜]p`[v!] Ígia¤nont¤ !ai metå` t`oË Î|kou épolãb˙! tå par'
§moË g`r`ãmmata.
23 W. Schubart, Ein Jahrtausend am Nil no. 67; AA. VV., Sport und Spiel bei Griechen und Römern (Berlin 1934) no.
32 (the quality of the published photograph, Taf. 38, is very poor).
24 I have found only one secure example of the collocation kín nun¤, P.Mich. VIII 492.14f. (ii), but the context is
different: kín nine¤ (l. nun¤), eﬁ mØ ˜ti §genÒmhn §n | ÉAlejandr¤&, ≥mellen tå !å ka‹ tå §må ka‹ tå t∞! mhtrÚ! ≤m«n |
pãnta pvl∞!ai.
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P.Princ. III 164.3 (ii) and P.Dubl. 15.2625 (ii/iii), but note that in both cases the dating is made on the
basis of the hand. The latest examples are CPR XIV 49.2, P.Iand. II 20.2, P.Fouad 85.9 (all vi/vii).
Often the expression is followed by the particle oÔn.26 An interesting variant is provided by SB VI
9138.6 (vi): yelÆ!˙ oÔn ≤ !Ø éretØ kín §p‹ toË parÒnto! dhl«!° moi ktl.27
(b) eﬁ [dok]∞`i !oi, a common ‘expression d’urbanité’, treated by Steen, loc. cit. 152.
The subjunctive [dok]∞`i that would construe with eﬁ might make one uneasy. It may be explained
away as an iotacism; but the dot below eta may suggest that the latter was restored to produce a subjunctive, and thus make the verb agree with kín. I submitted my query to Dr G. Poethke, who kindly
checked the original for me and replied (letter of 26.9.1996): ‘Z. 8 gibt es zur Beginn nur Tintenreste,
Iota ist sicher; es scheinen mir sowohl [dok]∞`i wie auch ]e`› möglich.’ It seems thus safe to present the
following text:
kín nËn, eﬁ [dok]e› !oi, é[n]t¤gracon ≤m›n pe[r‹ t]∞`!` [!]vthre¤|a[!] !o[u].
‘Immediately, if you think fit, write back to us about your well-being.’
SB III 7243 (= VIII 9746)

The text of this papyrus (P.Berol. 13897) has appeared four times in print: originally published by G.
Manteuffel in Eos 30 (1927) 211f., it was reprinted in the Sammelbuch twice, and was included as no.
36 in M. Naldini, Il Cristianesimo in Egitto. It contains a letter, assigned to the early years of the fourth
century, which is addressed by a certain Didyme and her ‘sisters’ to another woman named Sophia.
Half-way through the letter Didyme informs Sophia that she has sent (the governing verb is ép°!tila,
from line 17), among other things,
20
ka‹ diå to`Ë` Nauth!ifãrou toË Plou[!¤o]u`
nÊnf˙ Pan!of¤ou ÙeiÚn <!>trouy[¤ou] m°ga
ka‹ !fur¤dion mikrÒn. ¶xv!i =ãkou!
fÊn`i`ka!.
(The text is that of Naldini.) The first noticeable feature in the passage is the proper name
Nauth!ifãrou in line 20 (Foraboschi’s Onomasticon takes it as the gentive of Nauth!ifãrh!), which
appears alone in the papyrological documentation: it is the sole example of a compound name in which
naÊth! is its first component.28 This singularity disappears once we articulate diå to`Ë` naÊth %ifãrou.
%¤faro! is not a common name: it has hitherto occurred only twice, in CPR VII 54.15 (ii) and P.Oxy.
XXIV 2421.42 (c. 313-23, cf. BL VIII 257). For the genitive form naÊth cf. Gignac, Grammar ii 14.
The texts in which sailors appear as carriers of letters and various other objects are numerous.29
Sipharos’ patronymic, Plou[!¤o]u`, is also problematic. A photograph, kindly supplied by Dr. G.
Poethke, shows that the final ]u` is an impossible reading. After the break there are traces of two letters;
the first is inconclusive, the second may be sigma. Papyrological onomastica offer various possibilities,

25

The editor prints kannËn, as also did the editor of P.Princ. III 170.2 (vi), but in both cases one should articulate kín

nËn.
26

This has not been recognised in P.Stras. IV 270.3 (c. 200), where the editor prints ]kan. nËn oÔn tÚ ¶rgon gein°!yv;
read instead ] kín nËn oÔn tÚ ¶rgon gein°!yv.
27 Occasionally ka‹ nËn is used with exactly the same meaning as kín nËn. Compare also the rare collocations tå nËn
oÔn (P.Oxy. LXIII 4361.4 (iii/iv), P.Michael. 29.12 (iv?) only), and ka‹ oÔn (P.Oxy. LIX 3997.20 [iii/iv], O.Douch III 284.4
[iv]).
28 P.Laur. III 84.7 as edited read êpa NaeinaÊtou; this has been corrected to êpa Naei (but perhaps read ÉApanaei, cf.
T. Derda, E. Wipszycka, JJP 24 (1994) 53) naÊtou (= BL IX 121).
29
Cf., e.g., P.Gron. 15.A2 (ii), P.Oxy. XII 1488.4 (ii), XLIX 3517.4 (260/282), P.Meyer 20.41 (iii), P.Oxy. X 1294.14f.
(iii), PSI XIII 1331.10f. (iii), PSI Cong. XI 12.2 (iii), P.Oxy. XXXIV 2729.8 (iv), PSI IX 1042.15 (iv), P.Heid. IV 333.7 (v),
P.Apoll. 12.3 (706).
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but I have not been able to match the remains with any known name. But I would not rule out the
possibility that we are not dealing with a patronymic.
Pan!of¤ou (line 21) also attracts attention. This is the sole instance of the name Pan!Òfio! in the
papyri, otherwise known only from non-papyrological sources. But it may well be that Pan!of¤ou
refers to a woman. P.Oxy. LIX 3984.7 (340) attests a woman named Pan!Òfion; and in line 30 of our
letter Pan[!Ò]fion seems to be a woman.30 There is also a palaeographic difficulty. The photograph
indicates that after the eta of nunfh there is a hole which is likely to have taken one letter away. I have
thought of nÊnfh[!] Pan!of¤ou. By comparison with P.Wash. I 56.18 (v/vi) t∞! nÊmfh! ÑHrae›do!, a
lady called Pan!Òfion is perfectly imaginable. At any rate, a nÊmfh Pan!of¤ou could also be
‘Pansophion’s daughter-in-law’.31 But if a genitive were in fact written, its syntactic position would be
unclear. The uncertainty over what stood at the end of line 20 makes matters worse. All in all, an
obscure point.
In line 22 Naldini takes ¶xv!i as an idiosyncratic version of ¶xou!i. Phonologically this is not
impossible, cf. Gignac, Grammar i 209, but there is a great difficulty: the sentence ¶xv!i =ãkou!
fÊn`i`ka! is awkwardly placed within the run of the text, and it is not clear which is the subject of ¶xv!i.
Moreover, if =ãkou! fÊnika! stands for =ãkea foin¤kea, as the apparatus criticus of SB VIII 9746
asserts (Naldini adduces Hdt. 7.76 =ãke!i foinik°oi!i),32 it is hard to understand why the writer of the
letter chose such a morphology; even if in =ãkou! we were to see a change of gender (tÚ =ãko! > *ı
=ãko!),33 it would be difficult to understand the choice of fÊnika!.
All difficulty can be removed if we opt for a different articulation (and punctuation): !furidion
mikron exv !irakou! funika!, that is, in normalised spelling, !fur¤dion mikrÚn ¶xon !uriakoÁ!
fo¤nika! ‘a small basket containing Syrian palm-dates’. This text may receive support from the
following considerations:
(i) The dispatch of baskets is mentioned in a great number of private letters. Sometimes the contents
of the baskets are denoted with words very similar to those in our text. Three examples (there are more)
will suffice to illustrate the usage:
P.Oxy. XXXI 2596.6f.
SB XVIII 13593.8ff.
P.Oxy. XIV 1658.6ff.

(iii)
(iii/iv)
(iv)

!fur¤dion ¶xvn tar¤xou! *e ktl.
!fur¤dion ¶xvn | mãtion §lai«n ka‹ plakoË|t`i`n` funik¤vn
meikrÚn !fur¤on | ¶xvn kãtv | maxa¤ria b

In all three examples the spelling of ¶xon with omega is noticeable; for the interchange o > v see
Gignac, Grammar i 277. Our text presents a further phonological idiosyncrasy, the omission of the final
nu; for other examples of such omissions before words beginning with a sibilant see Gignac, op. cit.
112.
(ii) Some of the baskets that we find in the papyri contain palm-dates. One such example, SB XVIII
13593.8ff., is cited above; other examples include P.Cair.Zen. IV 59692.2.20 (iii BC), O.Stras. 599.9f.
(ii/i BC), SB VI 9025.25f., 33f. (ii), (kalãyion) P.Mich. VIII 476.7 (ii), P.Oxy. I 116.9 (ii), XXIV
2424.13, 32 (ii/iii), PGenova I 49.8 (iii/iv).34
(iii) Some of the palm-dates attested in the papyri are of Syrian provenance: see P.Aberd. 57.19n.,
P.Mich. XII 630.24n., P.Yadin 16.19n.35 The spelling without iota here can be paralleled by BGU XIII
2280.1.3, 2.12 (276), which has [%]urakª; the omission of unaccented iota before a back vowel is well
30

Naldini has misunderstood the passage, but cf. the text of SB VIII 9746, which rightly has Louk¤la instead of
Loukilç in line 29.
31
Cf. LSJ s.v. I.3; Moulton-Milligan s.v.; Bauer-Aland-Aland s.v. 2.
32
Naldini interprets =ãkou! fÊnika! as =ãkh fo¤nika, but fo¤nika must be a misprint.
33
For this phenomenon cf. N. G. Hatzidakis, Einleitung in die neugriechische Grammatik 354ff., W. Crönert, Memoria
Graeca Herculanensis 174ff., Mayser, Grammatik i2 45ff.
34
For palm-dates in the papyri see P.Dubl. 16.3n.
35
That in all other texts the adjective used for ‘Syrian [date]’ is !Êrio! (or !Êro!, as in more than one instance in
P.Yadin) should not affect the argument. Cf. !Êrio!/!uriakÚ! purÒ! (for which see P.Heid. VII 407.12n.).
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documented in the papyri, cf. Gignac, op. cit. 304. !i- for !u- would be an easy iotacistic mistake; for u
> i in unaccented syllables see Gignac, op. cit. 267.36 (I would rule out the possibility that the adjective
derives from the noun !irÒ!, for which see G. Husson, OIKIA 252f.)
A word also about <!>trouy[¤ou] in line 21. Manteuffel printed trouy[ ` ` `], and suggested that this
may be interpreted as <!>troÊy[ion]. Wilcken (APF 9 (1930) 97) suggested instead <!>trouy[oË] or
<!>trouy[¤ou]. Shortly after the appearance of Wilcken’s note there came the corroboration of
Manteuffel’s proposal: P.Mich.Zen. 9.2 (257? BC) has »ÛÚn !troÊyeion. In LSJ the latter passage and
Manteuffel’s suggestion are juxtaposed. In conclusion, I suggest that the passage in question is to be
presented as follows:
20
ka‹ diå to`Ë` naÊth %ifãrou toË Plou[ ±3 ] `!`
nÊnfh[ ( )` ] Pan!of¤ou ÙeiÚn troÊy[ion] m°ga
ka‹ !fur¤dion mikrÚn ¶xv !i`rakoÁ!
fÊn`i`ka!.
20 l. naÊtou

21 l. nÊmfh-, ”Òn, !troÊyeion

22 l. ¶xon, %uriakoÊ!

23 l. fo¤nika!

‘[I sent...] and through the sailor Sipharos, ?the son of Plou... ?bride (or: ?daughter-in-law of)
Pansophion a big ostrich egg and a basket containing Syrian palm-dates.’
The same text contains another name otherwise unknown, Filo!Òfio!. The photograph suggests
that in line 29 Filo!Òfion is a misreading for filÒ!ofon; the presumed second iota is part of the loop
of phi, which is elongated and open to the right. The context in which the word occurs is ambiguous (the
reading of the first part of the line is very uncertain, but this will not concern us here); it could be a
personal name, but I would not care to rule out a noun. For the name FilÒ!ofo!, attested in a number of
Oxyrhynchite documents from the late third and early fourth century, see P.Oxy. XXXVI 2796.3n., and
P. Pruneti in M. S. Funghi (ed.), ODOI DIZHSIOS: Le vie della ricerca (1996) 399ff.37
SB XIV 11538

This papyrus preserves the beginnings of the first six lines of a Christian letter assigned to the fifth
century; lines 1-4 have been printed as follows:
Kur¤& mou yhga[tr¤ - - -]
§n kur¤ƒ xa¤rein [ - - - pan]tvkrãtvra ye∆n [ - - - ]
kay∆! ép°!th! [ - - - ]
The collocation pan]tvkrãtvra ye≈n (l. pantokrãtora yeÒn) catches the eye: when it occurs
close to the prescript of a letter, it always belongs to a formulaic prayer in which the sender wishes that
the addressee receives the letter in good health, or simply that he/she is in good health; the prayer can
also be directed to t“ kur¤ƒ ye“, t“/-Ún paneleÆmoni/-a ye“/-Òn, tª ye¤& prono¤&. The use of the
expression is a strong indication that the letter comes from a Christian milieu, cf. Naldini, Il
36

The photograph does not prove the text of the ed. pr. wrong. The iota after sigma has its upper part broken, but I think
that iota is the best reading. Perhaps I ought to add that there is a small hole before sigma that has taken away most of the
right-hand loop of omega, but it does not seem very likely that it took away another letter such as nu.
37
This name may occur in P.Oxy. XXIV 2421.40 klh(ronÒmoi) %≈tou Filo!Òfou. However, it is not entirely clear
whether we are dealing with a personal name or a noun. The papyrus mentions the heirs of various individuals, and in some
cases the professions of the deceased persons are given. Pruneti, op. cit. 401 favours the idea of the personal name, but her
main argument, the absence of the article, does not rule out the opposite. (But note that in line 19 of the same papyrus, where
the edition has k`l`h`(ronÒmoi) D¤`[o]u K`vma!toË, k`vma!toË probably denotes Dios’ profession, and is not his patronymic, cf.
P.Oxy. LXI 4125.7-8, 14-16n.; a further ghost-name can be eliminated!) As we saw above, P.Oxy. XXIV 2421 also attests
the name %¤faro!; this may not be entirely accidental. Note also that the ladies who authored SB III 7243 are the senders of
another letter which was unearthed at Oxyrynchus, P.Oxy. XIV 1774 (= Naldini no. 37).
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Cristianesimo 22f., and G. Tibiletti, Le lettere private 112f., 113 n. 8. Three examples will suffice to see
the epithet in context:38
P.Abinn. 22.2ff.

(342-51)

P.Neph. 10.3ff.

(iv)

BGU III 948.3ff.

(iv/v)

prÚ m¢n p[ãn]tvn | eÎxome tÚn pantokrãt[o]r`a yeÚn | [˜]p`[v!] Ígi°nont¤ !ai metå` t`oË
Î|kou` épolãb˙! tå par' §moË g`r`ãmmata.
prohgoum°nv! eÎxomai t“ panto|krãtori ye“ per‹ t∞w ıloklhr¤a! !ou | ˜pv! Ígia¤nont¤ !oi ka‹ eÈyumoËnti | épodoye¤h taËtã mou tå grãmmata
prÚ m¢n pãntvn eÎxo|me tÚn pantokrãtoran yeÚn tå pe[r‹ t]∞! Íg¤a! !ou | ka‹ ıloklhr¤a! !ou xa¤rin.

In the light of these passages we may restore [eÎxomai tÚn pan]tvkrãtvra ye∆n [ in our text, perhaps
with prÚ m¢n pãntvn or the like preceding eÎxomai, and ˜pv! (or ·na) following ye≈n. But there is no
means of being certain about the exact wording of what followed, since the versions of the formula are
numerous, cf. P.Oxy. LVI 3860.2-3n. and LIX 4000.3-4n.39 At any rate, the greeting ended with line 3;
the informative part of the letter begins with kay∆! ép°!th! (line 4), as in, e.g., P.Oxy. LVI 3859.4 (iv)
(cf. also the note ad loc.).40
SB XVI 12245

This is a third-century letter dealing with agricultural matters. The sender, whose name is Demetrius,
communicates to a certain Chariton various orders. According to the edition this is what he says in lines
10-18:
lab¢ | tØn timØn toË xÒryou | parå EÈlog¤ou ka‹ §ån | eﬁdª! ˜ti •n‹ peri!!å` | p≈lh!on …!
d°ka éroÊra`!` | kay∆! d¢ §netilãmhn !oi. | y°lv ±! kopØn …! d°`k`[a] | éroÊra!. mÒli! går
aÈtå | érk°!i ≤me›n.
The editor translates ‘Kassiere den Preis des Heus von Eulogios und, wenn Du weißt, daß sie für
eine Person zuviel sind, verkaufe ungefähr zehn Aruren, wie ich Dir aufgetragen habe. Ich wünsche zur
Abmähung ungefähr zehn Aruren zu haben, weil die kaum für uns ausreichen’ (Aegyptus 61 (1981) 81).
This makes tolerable sense, but there are some difficulties. First in line 13 the writer apparently did not
intend •n¤, but ¶ni, for which see Mandilaras, The Verb § 106, and Gignac, Grammar ii 401f..41 Then
kay∆! d¢ §netilãmhn !oi should start a new period; the presence of d° leaves no room for doubt. One is
thus compelled to punctuate (and accentuate) differently:
lab¢ tØn timØn toË xÒryou parå EÈlog¤ou ka¤, §ån e‡d˙! (= ‡d˙!) ˜ti ¶ni peri!!ã`, p≈lh!on
…! d°ka éroÊra`!`. kay∆! d¢ §netilãmhn !oi, y°lv ktl.
‘Take the price of the hay from Eulogios, and, if you see that there is a surplus, sell about ten
arouras (of hay). As I instructed you, I want etc.’.
SB XVIII 13110

This is a fragmentary fourth/fifth-century letter. The beginnings of lines 14-15 are broken off; the first
editor did not suggest any supplements, but the run of the text seems to permit an hypothetical
38

Cf. also P.Haun II 25.4ff. (iv), and P.Batav. 21.3ff. (v) (the latter cited above, p. 141).
Considerations of space may suggest the following text for lines 1-3, which should be taken as an exempli gratia
reconstruction only:
Kur¤& mou yhga[tr¤ tª de›ni ı de›na ]
§n Kur¤ƒ xa¤rein. [prÚ m¢n pãntvn eÎxomai tÚn pan-]
tvkrãtvra ye∆n [˜pv! ıloklhroË!ãn !e épolãbv.]
For the supplement in line 3 I rely on SB XII 10841.2ff. (iv) prÚ m¢n [p]ãntvn eÎxomai tØ(n) | ıloklhr¤an !ou parå
t“ ku(r¤ƒ) y(e)“ ˜po! ıloklhroË(ntã) | !e épolãbv; alternatively, we may supplement [˜pv! ılÒklhrÒn !e épolãbv],
cf. P.Oxy. XIV 1773.4f. (iii). But at this date we would expect a statement about the receiving of letters; this, however, does
not seem to fit into the available space.
40 Line 5 has le!a ¨¨¨¨` !e ¨¨¨¨`ia toÁ! or[; read perhaps -ka]l°!a!` !e d`iå toÁ! or[.
41 This confirms that the papyrus has peri!!ã at the end of the line. (The editor noted that ‘auch unter den Mikroskop
läßt sich nicht entscheiden, ob die Bindung am Ende des Wortes nicht aw ist.’)
39
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restoration of what has been lost. I communicated my tentative conjectures to Prof. T. Gagos of the
University of Michigan, where the papyrus is housed. Prof. Gagos kindly examined the original for me,
and made some new readings, which necessitate a reprint of lines 9-15. This is presented below,
accompanied by a translation and minimal commentary:
y°lh!on d¢
t“ !ummãx(ƒ),
10
para!xe›n tÚn
[ka‹] ¶`ti (?) fã!in
ßna xrÊ!inon
15
[p°mca]i` Yeod≈r(ƒ).
Foibãmmvni
‘Please provide the one gold solidus to Phoibammon, the symmachos, and also send word to
Theodoros’.
9
d°. This word was not transcribed in the ed. pr.
10 xrÊ!inon: xru!¤on ed. pr.
13 !ummãx(ƒ): !ummãxƒ ed. pr. This symmachos is included in A. Jördens’ suppementary list in ZPE 92 (1992) 230. So
far as I am aware he is not known from any other source.
14 [ka‹] ¶`ti (?): [ ¨¨¨¨` ¨¨¨¨` ¨¨¨¨` t]Ø`n fã!in ed. pr., which had originally made me think of [ka‹ t]Ø`n fã!in. [pro!]°`ti would do as
well for sense, but I have not found an exact parallel.
15 [p°mca]i`: [ ¨¨¨¨` ¨¨¨¨` ¨¨¨¨` ¨¨¨¨` ¨¨¨¨` ¨¨¨¨`] ed. pr. Numerous parallels suggest that [p°mca]i` is very likely to be the verb that governs fã!in.
Prof. Gagos tells me that the surviving trace is compatible with iota.
Yeod≈r(ƒ): Yeodvr() ed. pr.

SB XVIII 13114

This papyrus bears the upper right-hand part of a letter which the editor assigned to the fifth century.
Although the subject-matter is impossible to recover, some improvements of the published text are
possible. First, in the prescript, which has been presented as follows:
] …! timivtãtƒ
]
EÈãggelo!
The two words in line 1 are never so juxtaposed in similar contexts. Numerous parallels show that
the passsage should be restored as …! élhy]«! timivtãtƒ;42 for this type of intensification in fifthcentury letters see R. Camps, Stud. Pap. 2 (1963) 55f. Regrettably, there can be no certainty about what
preceded.43
Some more minor changes may be suggested. In line 4 in place of ]th! mou ı geoËxo! supplement ı
de!pÒ]th! mou ı geoËxo! (t]“ de!pÒt˙ mou in line 10 may not be irrelevant); cf. P.Oxy. XLVIII
3400.25, 35 (359-65), P.Princ. II 104.1f. (v), PSI VII 843.1 (v/vi), P.Vind.Worp 23.2 (vi/vii), P.Wash. II
105.5 (vi/vii), and particularly P.Prag. II 193.3f. (v) toËto gãr moi pro!°tajen grãcai !oi ı de!pÒth!
mou | ı geoËxo!. In line 6 §p]‹` should perhaps be preferred to the printed ka]‹`; §p]‹` polÁ parap°mpin
looks attractive enough.44

42 Cf. P.Haun. II 25.2ff. (iv), SB XIV 11882.1 (iv/v), P.Oxy. LVI 3864.2f. (v) (all three have …! élhy«! katå pãnta
(moi) timivtãtƒ), P.Laur. IV 191.1 (v) (cf. BL VIII 168), P.Prag. II 194.1f. (v) (see ‘Notes on two epistolary conventions’ on
p. 151), P.Ross.Georg. V 8.2 (v) (cf. BL III 158), CPR V 23.1 (v?), P.Oxy. XVI 1873.1 (v), SB V 7635.1 (v/vi), P.Iand. VI
102.1f., 129.1 (both vi), and possibly SB XVI 12573v.6 (vi). In P.Oxy. LIX 4004.1, 24 (v) …! is omitted.
43 Line 5 might provide a clue. There the editor restored édelf]Òthta; the supplement is not certain; yauma!i]Òthta
or even timi]Òthta, as Prof. Gagos reminded me, are also possible. But if it is right, it offers a good hint that the addressee of
this letter was styled as édelfÒ!. If this is so, and bearing in mind the overwhelming presence of de!pÒth! in the prescripts
of letters of that time (see I. Suñol, Stud. Pap. 4 (1965) 39ff. — but t“ kur¤ƒ mou is possible too), one may venture the
following hypothetical reconstruction of the prescript of our letter:
t“ de!pÒt˙ mou …! élhy]«! timivtãtƒ
édelf“ t“ de›ni
]
EÈãggelo!.
44 Also in line 9 ]to! mou går eﬁ! may be compared to P.Oxy. XLVI 3314.8 (iv) m°llontÒ! mou går !traf∞nai eﬁ!
êllo m°ro!` (but of course there are various possibilities for restoring ]to!).
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The papyrus preserves the right-hand part of a letter written some time in the sixth or seventh century.
Its closing line (11) was printed thus:
[- - - lab∆n tØn §pi!tolØn ta]Êthn t∞! Àra! kataj¤v!on grãcai mou, d°!pota |
The restoration is problematic: it would be unusual to find the expression lab∆n tØn §pi!tolÆn in a
letter of this date; instead, we would expect something like dejãmeno! tå grãmmata vel sim.45
Furthermore, the syntactic position of t∞! Àra! is unclear; taken alone, t∞! Àra! would make no sense
in this context (this rules out restoring tØn §pi!tolØn ta]Êthn). But t∞! Àra! provides a good clue to
lead us out of the impasse. The collocation aÈt∞! Àra! ‘immediately’ (for the expression cf. G. M.
Parássoglou, ÑEllhnikã 29 (1976) 59) occurs before imperatives or other imperatival phrases in many
private letters. Once we find the definite article added before Àra! (without any semantic change):
P.Abinn. 8.13f. (342-351) (·na ---) aÈt∞! t∞! Àra! épo|lÊ!˙! aÈtoÊ!.46 In our passage a]Èt∞! instead
of ta]Êthn would remove the anomaly; I submitted my conjecture to Professor Gagos (the papyrus
belongs to the collection of the University of Michigan), who kindly confirmed that in line 11 the
papyrus reads:
[- - - a]Èt∞! t∞! Àra! kataj¤v!on grãcai mou, d°!pota. |
‘Please do write to me immediately, my lord’.

Wolfson College, Oxford

Nikolaos Gonis

45 For similar constructions see my ‘Notes on some private letters‘, Istituto Papirologico 'G. Vitelli': Comunicazioni 2
(1997) (forthcoming).
46 This is the latest example of the collocation. Other late texts offer the semantically equivalent kat' aÈtØn tØn Àran:
P.Oxy. LVI 3861.22 (iv/v), XVI 1871.2 (v), SPP X 254.2 (vi), P.Oxy. XVI 1844.1, 1852.3, LVI 3873.2, SB III 7036.3f. (all
vi/vii), P.Lond. IV 1346.12f., 1348.6, 1370.7 (all three date from 710); for the expression see T. Gagos, ZPE 79 (1989) 275.

